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Pedestrian Dead Reckoning for Multiple Walking
Styles Using Classifier-Based Step Detection
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Abstract—Traditional pedestrian dead reckoning (PDR) systems have been designed for scenarios where users walk
straight ahead. However, user behavior observation at the museum revealed that users often stop or walk sideways to
look at the exhibits. If the user’s smartphone is moving when the user is stopped, false step detection may occur. In
addition, the correct step or change of direction may not be detected in sideways walking. To solve these problems,
we propose a novel PDR system. First, we classify the user’s walking style to address the problems of false step
detection and undetected changes of direction. Next, we use a classifier to detect when the foot touches the ground
from smartphone sensor data and perform step detection. Compared with the existing SmartPDR, our proposed method
improved positioning accuracy by 20% in straight walking and 70% in sideways walking.

Index Terms—Indoor positioning, motion state recognition, pedestrian dead reckoning (PDR), step counting, step
detection, various walking patterns.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the widespread adoption of smartphones, users can
easily confirm their current location. However, this is

only possible when outdoors and GPS is available, because
GPS does not work indoors or underground, it is not possible to
confirm the current location [1]. Therefore, positioning methods
that can be used indoors are important.

As indoor positioning methods, techniques using visible
light [2], [3], acoustics [4], [5], WiFi [6], [7], bluetooth [8], and
ultrawide band signals [9] have been proposed. These methods
require equipment other than smartphones, potentially resulting
in the need for additional dedicated equipment or installation
costs. In addition, visible light and acoustic positioning may not
work well in places with many tall shelves, such as supermarkets
and bookstores, or when the user walks facing a wall, such as
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in museums and art galleries, because the signal is blocked by
the shelves or the user’s body [1]. Therefore, pedestrian dead
reckoning (PDR) has been proposed as a positioning method that
can be performed using only a smartphone and is not affected
by obstacles.

PDR is a method of determining a user’s relative position
using sensors, such as accelerometers, gyroscopes, and magne-
tometers, built into smartphones. In PDR, user steps are detected,
and the heading direction and step length between steps are
estimated to determine the relative position with each step [10].
As mentioned, one use case of PDR is in museums and art
galleries. In recent years, services that display descriptions of
exhibits on smartphones are expanding. These services enable
the playing of related videos on smartphones and the providing
of explanations about exhibits in multiple languages [11], [12].
By tracking the visitor’s location, information suitable for their
situation can be provided. In addition, by observing the behavior
of visitors, feedback on the layout of the exhibition space can
be obtained.

When viewing exhibits in a museum, users often stand
still [13]. However, if the smartphone is moving even though
the user is not walking, a false step detection occurs and
the location is updated wrongly [14]. In addition, we ob-
served users’ behavior in a museum and found that side-
ways walking may occur as the body turns toward the ex-
hibits rather than the heading direction when walking while
looking at the exhibits. This is explained in Section III-A.
However, PDR assumes straight walking, so it does not function
in sideways walking. For example, when transitioning from
straight walking to sideways walking, the correct direction
cannot be obtained because the smartphone does not rotate
even if the heading direction changes [15], [16]. To solve these
problems, we propose a PDR that can handle multiple walking
models by classifying the user’s action.
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the proposed method.

Furthermore, there is an issue with PDR’s step detection
in sideways walking. Conventional step detection methods use
peak detection based on the fact that the arm holding the smart-
phone moves up and down as the user’s center of gravity shifts
during walking [17]. However, the movement of the center of
gravity is different for walking styles, so false step detection
occurs in sideways walking. This problem is explained in Sec-
tion IV-A. To solve this problem, we focus on the other step
detection method in PDR.

As a step detection method for PDR, there is a gait phase
detection method that divides the periodic movement of the feet
during walking into multiple states and detects the state [18],
[19]. With this method, the state of the feet is estimated by
attaching sensors to the feet to detect steps. Although this
method can extract only movement involved in walking, it has
the disadvantage of requiring sensors to be attached to the feet.
Therefore, we propose using a classifier to estimate the state of
the feet only from the sensor of the smartphone.

We propose a method that classifies the user’s walking model
and detects the gait phase using only the smartphone sensors to
achieve PDR for various walking styles. The proposed method
consists of walking model recognition, step detection, and rela-
tive position estimation. An overview of the proposed method is
shown in Fig. 1. The contributions of the proposed method are
as follows.

1) The observation of user behaviors in museums is used to
define walking models, and the proposed method classi-
fies them. This approach can solve problems caused by
irregular actions and sideways walking and support the
proposed step detection method.

2) As a step detection method that can be used for both
straight walking and sideways walking, we propose the
gait phase detection method using only a smartphone by
using a classifier.

3) Compared with the existing SmartPDR [10], the proposed
method reduced the false step detection by 31% in straight
walking and 59% in sideways walking and improved the
positioning error by 20% in straight walking and 70% in
sideways walking.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
presents related work focusing on activity recognition and step
detection. In Section III, we verify the walking model observed
in museums and describe a walking model recognition method.
Section IV proposes a step detection method using a classifier.
In Section V, we explain a relative position estimation method
using the results of Sections III and IV. Section VI presents
performance evaluations and comparisons with existing meth-
ods. Section VII discusses future issues. Finally, Section VIII
concludes this article.

II. RELATED WORK

First, we describe the studies on PDR based on the user’s
activity recognition. When PDR is used with a smartphone held
in the hand, the positioning results are easily influenced by the
user’s behavior. Therefore, studies have been done to improve
positioning performance by combining PDR with the user’s
activity recognition. In [20], the acceleration peaks and valleys
are used to detect whether the user is walking or running, and the
step length is calculated using a model appropriate for the action.
In [21], decision trees are used to detect how the smartphone is
held, the stationary state, and irregular actions, which improve
the performance of step detection. In [22], random forests (RF)
and gradient boosting are used to detect how the smartphone is
held, leading to improvements in both step detection and step
length estimation. In [14], the support vector machine (SVM)
is used to detect whether the user is walking or not, and step
detection is performed only when the user is walking.

Second, we describe the studies focusing on step detection.
There are two types of step detection methods: one is to detect
the peak of acceleration as a step and the other is to consider
walking as a periodic motion and then to detect the gait phase.

There are methods that detect steps by detecting peaks in
acceleration, such as using the acceleration in the direction of
gravity [10], [17] or using the acceleration norm [23], [24]. These
methods utilize the fact that the position of a smartphone held in
the hand changes up and down because of the movement of the
center of gravity during walking [17]. However, the signal used
for peak detection is affected by noise because of the body move-
ment, resulting in false step detection. To avoid the influence
of movements other than walking, methods, such as applying
a low-pass filter [25] or imposing various restrictions, prevent
false detection [14], [26]. Also, Abiad et al. [27] proposed a peak
detection method without thresholds using machine learning. In
this method, a machine learning model was created for each of
acceleration and angular velocity, and the primary model was
switched based on the situation to eliminate the influences of
movements other than walking.

In gait phase detection, a series of walking motions are divided
into several states, and steps are detected by estimating their
periods. Examples of the division of the gait phase are methods
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Fig. 2. Exhibition room at the Hokkaido University Museum.

that divide them into “when the foot is on the ground,” “when the
foot is off the ground,” [18], [28], [29]. These methods attach
small sensors to parts, such as the inside of shoes, shins, and
heels, create features from the sensor output, and detect the gait
phase based on set thresholds. Because the determination of the
threshold affects the accuracy, methods have been proposed to
use long short term memory (LSTM) networks to set appropriate
thresholds rather than fixing them [30] or to detect states using
hidden Markov models [31].

In this article, first, similar to [14] and [21], we reduce false
step detection by detecting cases where the user is not walking.
Second, we propose a method for detecting the gait phase
using only a smartphone. The gait phase can detect steps by
focusing only on foot movements, but the conventional method
has limitations because sensors other than smartphones need to
be attached to the feet. Our proposed method eliminates this
limitation by using a classifier, allowing it to be used in a wider
range of situations.

III. WALKING MODEL RECOGNITION

In this section, we propose a method for identifying walking
models (the top of Fig. 1). First, we conduct experiments to
determine what kinds of walking models occur in places, such
as museums and art galleries. Second, based on the results, we
define the walking models and use a classifier to identify them.
In this article, we assume a situation in which descriptions of
the exhibits are displayed on the smartphone. Therefore, it is
assumed that the smartphone is held in the hand.

A. User Study

We reproduced an exhibition room (see Fig. 2) of the
Hokkaido University Museum [32] and observed users’ behav-
iors. There were ten subjects in total: seven in their 20 s, two in
their 30 s, and one in his 50 s. The subjects were given the task of
answering questions about the exhibits and were asked to walk
from the entrance to the exit. Examples of subjects’ behavior
in an experimental environment that reproduces a museum are
shown in Fig. 3. The behaviors that occurred are defined in the
following four categories. The percentage of time these occurred
is shown in Fig. 4.

1) Stop: A state of standing still to look at an exhibit.
2) Straight walking: Walking while facing forward.
3) Sideways walking: Walking while facing the exhibit.

Fig. 3. Experimental environment that reproduces a museum and ex-
amples of subjects’ behavior.

Fig. 4. Percentage of time that walking/stopping actions occurred.

4) Irregular actions: Action performed while standing still,
not related to walking.

The results indicate that users are standing still for much of the
time they are in museums and art galleries and that walking dif-
ferently than straight walking occurs while looking at exhibits.
There was no significant difference regarding age, location, and
amount of time when the behavior occurred. Therefore, in this
article, we conducted the experiment targeting healthy subjects
in their 20 s.

Examples of irregular actions were seen in the following
behaviors. Moving the arm while holding the smartphone (e.g.,
bringing the screen close to the face to operate a smartphone),
leaning the upper body to look at the exhibits, and looking
around. In particular, as shown in Fig. 3, when looking at
pictures, they walked in the heading direction, stopped fac-
ing the pictures, and started walking in the heading direction
again.

This experiment revealed that irregular actions and sideways
walking occur. We consider that the following problems arise
when using the conventional PDR in museums.

1) Because the irregular actions are caused by a smartphone
moving while the user is standing still, false step detection
occurs with the conventional step detection method.

2) The change in heading direction cannot be detected when
transitioning from straight walking to sideways walking
because the screen orientation does not change even if the
heading direction changes.

To solve these problems, the proposed method detects irregu-
lar actions and eliminates them. It also detects sideways walking
and corrects the heading direction.
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Fig. 5. Definition of the walking model and global coordinates.

B. Walking Model Definition

Fig. 5 shows the definition of the walking model and global
coordinates used as the sensor’s coordinate system. It shows
straight walking on the top and sideways walking to the right on
the bottom. The global coordinates are defined as follows: the
z-axis is the direction of gravity, and the y-axis is the direction
of the user’s body. We apply a rotation matrix with constant yaw
angles to transform these global coordinates. This enables us
to distinguish between straight walking and sideways walking.
Straight walking moves along the y-axis because the direction
of the body and the heading direction coincide. In sideways
walking, they do not coincide, and the heading direction is along
the x-axis. Also, to take one step, the user moves one leg in
straight walking and both legs in sideways walking. Both legs
do not need to touch each other every time, and this includes
walking with the legs crossing each other. Sideways walking to
the right from the user’s perspective is defined as right walking.
Left walking is defined in a similar way.

As mentioned, when irregular actions occur, a false step
detection may occur and the user may be considered to have
moved. However, because the user is not walking, it is desirable
that no steps are detected and that the user is considered to
be stationary. Therefore, in classifying the walking model, we
consider the case where the user is actually standing still and the
case where the user is performing irregular actions as stop.

C. Feature Extraction

To detect straight walking, right walking, left walking, and
stop, we create features and use classifiers. We tried multiple
window sizes, thresholds, and feature sets and selected the best
ones. Then, ax,ay,az, gx, gy , and gz are the x-, y-, and z-
axes acceleration and angular velocity data, respectively. Feature
extraction is explained in Fig. 6 and as follows.

1) Calculate F1 in a window of 1.6 s. The vector
us is obtained from the sensor data s. s refers to
ax,ay,az, gx, gy , and gz in the window. F1 is the
sequence of us. Thus, F1 has 24 elements.

F1 =
[
uax

uay
uaz

ugx
ugy

ugz

]

us =
[
min(s) max(s) mean(s) var(s)

]
.

Fig. 6. Feature extraction for walking model recognition.

2) Apply a smoothing filter every 0.15 s and detect az

peaks with a prominence greater than 0.25.1 The ith peak
detected in the window is denoted as pi. Calculate fpi

in
0.3 s centered on pi. The vector vsi

is obtained from the
sensor data si. si refers to axi,ayi, gxi, gyi, and gzi,
which are ax,ay, gx, gy , and gz around pi. fpi

is the
sequence of vs. Thus, fpi

has 10 elements

fpi
=

[
vaxi

vayi
vgxi

vgyi
vgzi

]

vsi
=

[
mean(si ) var(si )

]
.

3) Calculate the mean of fpi
in the window. This is denoted

as F2. The number of peaks detected in the window is
denoted as n. F2 is obtained as follows. Thus, F2 has 10
elements

F2 =
1
n

n∑
i=1

fpi

=
1
n

n∑
i=1

[
vaxi vayi vgxi vgyi vgzi

]
.

If no peak is detected in the window, all elements ofF2 are
treated as 0. The proposed method usesF1 andF2 together
as features for walking model recognition, resulting in a
total of 34 features.

When comparing sensor data for different walking models,
notable differences were observed near the peak of az . To
capture this, we created F2, because obtaining the ideal value
from all detected peaks is challenging, in 3), we calculated the
average value from the data around each peak detected within
the window. In the proposed method, the windows are shifted
so that they overlap each other by half. The description of the
classifier is given in Section VI-A.

IV. STEP DETECTION

In this section, we discuss the problem when the conventional
step detection method is applied to sideways walking. Next,
we propose a step detection method (the center of Fig. 1).
When users walk, the movement of the feet can be seen as
periodic. Similarly, periodic signals can be observed from a
smartphone held in the hand. By linking these, we propose a
method for classifying foot movements and detecting steps from

1The implementation is based on SciPy v1.11.1.
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Fig. 7. Step detection of sideways walking by peak detection.

the smartphone sensor output. To eliminate irregular actions,
step detection is performed only when the walking model is
classified as not stop.

A. Preliminary Experiment

Peak detection is one of the most commonly used step detec-
tion methods that run only on smartphones. This method detects
the peak of acceleration in the direction of gravity using the fact
that the center of gravity shifts while walking and uses this as a
step. Here, straight walking and sideways walking are different
ways of moving the legs. This indicates that in the two cases,
the way the center of gravity is shifted is different.

We applied step detection with peak detection to a subject
walking sideways for 10 m. The results are shown in Fig. 7. The
peak was detected from az excluding the gravity component,
astep. The true value of steps was 24, but the detected num-
ber of steps was 37. The reasons for the false step detection
are considered to be that the vertical movement of the arm
holding the smartphone is smaller than during straight walking.
In addition, because both legs are moved to walk one step in
sideways walking, there may be two peaks for one step. This
makes peak detection difficult. Therefore, we propose a step
detection method that can be used even for sideways walking.

B. Training Data Preparation

We can define the gait phase as a classification class, dividing
it into stance and swing. Stance refers to the state when the
foot is on the ground. Swing refers to the state when the foot
is off the ground. Fig. 8 shows the definition of the gait phase
for straight walking on top and for sideways walking on the
bottom. In straight walking, the stance is when both feet are on
the ground, and in sideways walking, the stance is when the foot
in the heading direction is on the ground. Any state that is not
stance is defined as swing.

To label the training data, true data were obtained by walking
with sensors attached to the feet. We used an IMU sensor,
WT901-WiFi (see Fig. 12), that could be synchronized between
multiple sensors via WiFi. We did not use a smartphone sensor,
because time synchronization between multiple sensors includ-
ing it was difficult. This sensor is fixed on the right foot and
the left foot, and another sensor was attached to the back of a
smartphone, which was held while walking.

Fig. 8. Gait phase definition.

Fig. 9. Peak detection of sensors attached to the feet.

Fig. 10. Labeling results from straight walking.

Here, we explain the method for obtaining the true data. First,
the norm of the acceleration from the sensor attached to the foot
is calculated, which is shown in Fig. 9. When the norm is small,
this is the stance when the foot is not moving. On the contrary,
when multiple peaks can be detected, this is the swing when
the foot is swinging. We detect the first peak (peak 1) seen in
swing when the foot leaves the ground, and the last peak (peak
2) is detected when the foot touches the ground. Therefore, the
state between peak 2 and peak 1 is defined as stance. In straight
walking, because both feet are involved in moving, the common
part of the stance of both feet is defined as the true stance. The
result of labeling both feet in straight walking is shown in Fig. 10.
In sideways walking, only the foot in the heading direction is
considered to be involved in moving. Therefore, in right walking,
the stance of the right foot is defined as the true stance. The same
definition applies to left walking. The state that is not stance is
defined as the true swing.
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C. Feature Extraction

To estimate the gait phase from the sensors of a smartphone,
features are calculated from the sensors attached to the back
of the smartphone. The window size and the slide size are set,
respectively. Features are created from the sensor data within the
window, and gait phases are classified by slide size. The window
size and slide size are set to 0.5–0.2 s in straight walking and
0.5–0.4 s in sideways walking, respectively. In the experiment
in Section III-A, it was found that sideways walking tended to
be slower than straight walking, so the slide size was set to be
longer for sideways walking than for straight walking.

Different features are used for straight walking and sideways
walking because the sensor output differs between the two cases.
These differences are related to the user’s heading direction as
seen from the smartphone. Therefore, we change the accelera-
tion used for the features of each walking model. In addition,
because periodic changes in angular velocity are observed only
in sideways walking, we use the angular velocity to create
features. The vectors faj

and fgj
represent the elements of

the feature values obtained from the acceleration and angular
velocity of the j-axis in the window. We use these vectors
to represent the features F for straight walking and sideways
walking

StraightWalking : F =
[
fay

faz

]

SidewaysWalking : F =
[
fax

faz
fgx

fgy
fgz

]

faj
= [argMax(aj ) argMin(aj ) max(aj )−min(aj )

skewness(aj ) kurtosis(aj )]

fgj
= [argMax(gj ) argMin(gj ) var(gj )].

We use ten features for straight walking and 19 features for
sideways walking. The description of the classifier is given in
Section VI-A.

Peaks and valleys are detected from the gait phase classifica-
tion results. The results are shown in Fig. 11. To detect peaks
and valleys, astep obtained by subtracting the gravitational
component from az is used. As a result of step detection, the
peak is the one with the maximum astep value among those
continuously detected as stance, and the valley is the one with
the minimumastep value between peaks. If there are candidates
for peaks and valleys among those detected as stop in the walking
model recognition, these are excluded.

V. POSITION ESTIMATION

Using the results of the walking model recognition and step
detection obtained in Sections III and IV, we estimate the
heading direction, step length, and relative position (the bottom
of Fig. 1). θk and lk are the heading direction and stride length
of the kth step, respectively. Then, the relative position of the
kth step is obtained as follows:

{
xk = xk−1 + lk sin θk
yk = yk−1 + lk cos θk.

(1)

Fig. 11. Peaks and valleys obtained from gait phase detection. (a)
Straight walking. (b) Sideways walking.

First, we estimate the heading direction by integrating the an-
gular velocity. Because the values of the gyroscope include those
caused by body shaking, we use the classification results of the
walking model to prevent the heading direction from changing
because of the body shaking in stop or irregular actions. Among
the angular velocities obtained from a gyroscope, those detected
as stop are set to zero. The heading direction is determined by
integrating these corrected angular velocities. During walking,
the heading direction is updated with each step. The user changes
direction while walking only when the foot involved in the
movement is off the ground. Therefore, we adopt the heading
direction at the time of the valley as the heading direction for
that step.

In addition, if conventional PDR is applied to cases where
sideways walking occurs, there is a problem of not being able to
detect the change of heading direction when the user transitions
from straight walking to sideways walking. By using walking
model recognition in Section III, the proposed method can detect
sideways walking. Therefore, in sideways walking, the heading
direction is rotated by 90◦ to enable position estimation even
if the smartphone’s orientation does not match the heading
direction.

Second, the acceleration value is used to estimate the
step length. We use the model equation used in SmartPDR
[10]

lk =

{
β1 4
√
app,k + γ1 app,k < aτ

β2 log app,k + γ2 app,k ≥ aτ
(2)

app,k = apeak,k − avalley,k (3)

where apeak,k and avalley,k is the value of astep at the
peak, valley of the kth step. The aτ , β1, γ1, β2, and γ2

are hyperparameters set for straight walking and sideways
walking, respectively. The parameters used are listed in
Table I.
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TABLE I
HYPERPARAMETERS USED IN STEP LENGTH ESTIMATION

Fig. 12. WT901-WIFI.

VI. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

To verify the performance of the proposed method, three
experiments were conducted. The first experiment was con-
ducted to obtain training data. Leave-one-person-out cross vali-
dation was performed on the data obtained from this experiment
to evaluate the walking model recognition performance, step
detection performance, and position estimation performance.
The second experiment involved using multiple smartphones
to verify whether the proposed method is independent of the
type of smartphone. Finally, an experiment was conducted in
an environment simulating a museum to verify the position
estimation performance.

The walking data of eight subjects were collected. One sub-
ject’s data were selected as test data, and the remaining seven
subjects’ data as training data. When verifying the performance,
the data of the target subjects were not included in the training
data. For supervised learning classifiers, RF, SVM, and logistic
regression (LR) were used2 to compare classification perfor-
mance. The true values of the experiments were set as follows.
The number of steps was counted visually by the author. For
positioning, we used MotionAnalysis’s Mac3D System, which
is an optical motion capture system with a positioning error of
less than a few millimeters. The sampling frequency is 100 Hz
for all sensors.

A. Training Data and Cross Validation

We conducted an experiment to obtain training data. We used
WT901-WiFi from WitMotion (shown in Fig. 12) as the sensor
to calculate features for walking model recognition and step
detection. We used the Google Pixel 2 XL as the smartphone
to estimate position. During the experiment, we attached the
sensor to the back of the smartphone held in the hand and fixed
the sensor to the foot so that it would not move while walking
(see Fig. 13). The sensor attached to the foot was used to obtain
the true data for the gait phase classification and was not used
for positioning.

2The implementation is based on scikit-learn 1.2.2.

Fig. 13. Sensor fixed to the foot.

Fig. 14. Walking model recognition performance.

We obtained data for eight subjects with different genders,
ages, and heights. The subjects consisted of six males and two
females, aged between 21 and 25, and with heights ranging from
156 to 178 cm. In the experiment conducted in Section III-A,
we targeted healthy subjects, and we observed no age-specific
differences in the walking model. Therefore, we recruited young
people as subjects. We used data from three rounds of walking
a rectangular path of 2 m × 3 m for straight walking, right
walking, and left walking, totaling 30 m. In sideways walking,
we instructed the subjects as follows. Assume a situation in
which they are walking while looking at exhibits in a museum,
and keep the body facing the direction of exhibits. Examples of
the walking style are shown in Figs. 5 and 8. As irregular actions,
the subjects moved the smartphone up and down 20 times and
forward and backward 20 times while standing still. From the
examples of irregular actions obtained in the experiments in
Section III-A, we selected the motion of moving the arm while
holding the smartphone because these behaviors showed peaks
that would cause false step detection. Although we also observed
other actions, such as looking around while standing still and
leaning the upper body to look at an exhibition, these actions
did not produce such peaks. Therefore, we did not include these
behaviors in this experiment because they are considered to have
no effect on step detection with the existing methods.

We created training data from this experiment and used it for
our proposed method. We conducted leave-one-person-out cross
validation to verify the performance of our proposed method.

1) Walking Model Recognition Performance: We verified the
classification performance of walking models and the results
are shown in Fig. 14. We trained classifiers using data obtained
from the experiment, with 2513 samples. As supervised clas-
sifiers, RF, SVM, and LR were used, with RF having the best
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TABLE II
GAIT PHASE CLASSIFIER PERFORMANCE

performance with 88% accuracy. Regarding the parameters of
the RF used, the number of trees was 13 and the depth of trees was
4. Fig. 14 shows that the system can detect the stop condition,
including irregular actions. This allows the proposed method to
remove motions unrelated to walking from the positioning.

Although not observed in the experiment in Section III-A, it
is expected that users will rotate their smartphones from vertical
to horizontal because some services display videos about the
exhibits on their smartphones. Because the proposed method
uses a global coordinate system and the motion of rotating the
smartphone can be regarded as irregular action, we consider that
positioning is not affected in such cases.

2) Step Detection Performance: First, we verified the clas-
sification performance of gait phases for each walking model.
The training data for straight walking, right walking, and left
walking were 4292, 4125, and 4051 samples, respectively. As
supervised classifiers, RF, SVM, and LR were used, with RF
having the best performance for all walking models. Therefore,
RF is used in the proposed method. Regarding the parameters
of the RF used, the number of trees is 13 and the depth of trees
is 4. The results are given in Table II.

From Table II, we considered that gait phases could be de-
tected using the classifiers. The accuracy is still low for sideways
walking and is not as good as that in straight walking. This
is considered to be because of the individual differences in
upper body movements during walking. However, in the use
of positioning, it is sufficient to detect the number of steps
accurately rather than obtain gait phases accurately at intervals,
such as slide size.

Next, we verified the performance of step detection for each
walking model. As a result, Table III gives the step detection
rate (SDR), which represents the ratio of the number of de-
tected steps to the true number of steps, mean absolute error
(MAE), and maximum error (MAX) for each walking model.
As a reference, the mean number of steps was 61.5 steps in
straight walking, 63.0 steps in right walking, and 62.6 steps in
left walking. Using the training data created with WitMotion,
we calculated the number of steps from the smartphone data.
As a comparative method, we used the peak detection method
of SmartPDR applied to the smartphone data. In this method,
peak detection is performed by setting various parameters. We
adjusted the parameters to minimize the absolute error for each
subject and used it as a comparative method. The parameters
we adjusted are the threshold of the peak to be detected, the
threshold of the difference between the current peak and the
valleys before and after it, and the number of samples to be used
when comparing with the threshold.

From Table III, we compared the step detection performance
between the proposed method and SmartPDR. The proposed

Fig. 15. Positioning result for straight walking.

Fig. 16. Positioning result for right walking.

method can reduce the false step detection by 31% in straight
walking and by 59% in sideways walking. Many conventional
peak detection methods, such as SmartPDR, apply various con-
straints to prevent false step detection, but these require more
parameter settings suitable for each individual. Therefore, the
proposed method has an advantage in saving the effort of setting
these parameters.

3) Position Estimation Performance: We verified the perfor-
mance of using smartphone data for positioning. As a compar-
ison method, we used SmartPDR. This method uses a magne-
tometer to estimate the heading direction, but it does not work
properly because the experimental environment was a building
surrounded by reinforced concrete. Therefore, we excluded the
direction obtained from the magnetometer when comparing the
two methods. The parameters related to step detection in Smart-
PDR were set for each participant and used as a comparison
method for positioning. We plotted the first lap as the ground
truth and show the best positioning results using the proposed
method and SmartPDR for straight walking, right walking, and
left walking in Figs. 15–17, respectively. We present the posi-
tioning errors obtained from the positioning results in Table IV.

From Table IV, the proposed method can improve the posi-
tioning error by 20% in straight walking and by 70% in sideways
walking. The accuracy was comparable for straight walking,
but the proposed method greatly improved the accuracy for
sideways walking. The reason for the decreased performance
of SmartPDR in sideways walking is that the appropriate step is
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TABLE III
STEP DETECTION PERFORMANCE SHOWN USING SDR, MAE, AND MAX

Fig. 17. Positioning result for left walking.

TABLE IV
POSITIONING PERFORMANCE

not detected because the leg movement is different from that of
straight walking.

B. Performance of Smartphone Models

To demonstrate that the proposed method is independent of
smartphone models, experiments were conducted using multiple
smartphones. Three types of smartphones, Galaxy S10+, Google
Pixel 2 XL, and Sony XQ-BE42, were used in the experiment.
The data were obtained by walking the same route as in the
experiment in Section VI-A3. The experiment was conducted
five times for each model and walking method. As a comparative
method, SmartPDR, which adjusts parameters for each data, was
used similarly to Section VI-A3. Table V gives the positioning
errors calculated based on the positioning results.

Table V gives that regardless of the smartphone model used,
the accuracy in straight walking was equivalent to that of Smart-
PDR, and in sideways walking, the proposed method signifi-
cantly improved the accuracy.

C. Performance for Use in a Museum

We conducted an experiment assuming the environment of a
museum. A subject walked a rectangular path of 10 m, 2 long,
and 3 m wide, 10 times, as if walking while viewing exhibits in a
museum, and used it for verification. The smartphone used in the
experiment was a Google Pixel 2 XL. Fig. 18 shows the transition
of walking during the experiment. First, the subject walked

TABLE V
POSITIONING PERFORMANCE FOR MULTIPLE SMARTPHONES

Fig. 18. Experiment for use in a museum.

straight toward the exhibit and then walked sideways to the
right while viewing the exhibit. Next, the subject walked straight
ahead and headed toward the next exhibit. Finally, the subject
walked sideways to the left while viewing the exhibit. Also, a
three-s stop was implemented during the sideways walking while
viewing the exhibit. It should be noted that when changing from
straight walking to right walking at the first turn, the direction
of progress changes, but the direction of the smartphone does
not change. In conventional methods, there is a problem in that
such a change in direction cannot be detected.

Fig. 19 shows the positioning results of the proposed method
and SmartPDR. In the positioning results of the proposed
method, the detected models are also plotted. The mean error
and standard deviation of the proposed method were 0.42 m and
0.24 m, respectively, while those of SmartPDR were 8.09 m
and 0.79 m. Based on these results, our proposed method can
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Fig. 19. Positioning results for use in a museum.

perform positioning even in cases with multiple walking models.
SmartPDR fails to detect the change from straight walking to
right walking at the first turn and continues walking in the same
direction. Even at the last turn, where the heading direction is
changed from straight walking to left walking, the positioning
result is moving in the wrong direction because it considers the
change of body direction as a change of heading direction even
though the heading direction is not changed. This result shows
the importance of model detection.

VII. DISCUSSION

We proposed to detect the user’s walking style and to perform
positioning by step detection using a classifier. This improves
the problem of false step detection because of irregular actions
and the problem of not detecting correct changes of direction
or steps because of sideways walking. However, the proposed
method has the following two problems.

1) This method only works when holding a smartphone.
2) The number of walking models assumed is limited.

First, at present, the proposed method assumes that the smart-
phone is only held in the hand. However, it is considered that
if we increase the training data, the system can be used when a
smartphone is in a pocket or a bag. This expands the environment
in which the system can be used.

Second, we defined and experimented with models for straight
walking and sideways walking in this article. However, in re-
ality, walking styles differ depending on their situations. It is
considered that there are many different walking models, such
as a combination of straight and sideways walking. Classifying
these styles and determining the appropriate positioning method
are tasks for future research.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this article, we propose a novel step detection method that
can be used in situations, such as walking, while looking at
exhibits in a museum even if the user performs irregular actions

or walks sideways. We show that the proposed method improves
positioning performance. The proposed method removes false
step detection by recognizing stop and irregular actions. More-
over, by detecting sideways walking, the method can estimate
the correct direction even when the heading direction and the
direction of the smartphone do not coincide. Furthermore, by
using a classifier, we propose a step detection method that detects
the gait phase using only a smartphone. This method can be used
for both straight walking and sideways walking, eliminating
the limitation of the conventional method that requires a sensor
attached to the foot. As an evaluation experiment, we compared
the proposed method with the existing SmartPDR. As a result,
the false detection rate of steps was reduced by 31% in straight
walking and 59% in sideways walking, and the positioning error
improved by 20% in straight walking and 70% in sideways
walking.
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